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Abstract

Though little attention has been given to parenthesis in BH grammatical studies, vari-
ousmodern language translationsmake it clear that scholars and translators perceive a
greatmany parenthetical constructions in the Hebrew Bible. Such parentheses are dis-
tinguishedbymodernpunctuation conventions, oftenwith curvedbrackets or commas
and sometimeswith dashes. And yet, it is oftendifficult to discernwhat principle(s) ties
together clauses or phrases set off as parenthetical. This essay will situate BH paren-
thesis within the context of the linguistic study on parenthesis, parentheticals, and the
features of nonsubordination versus coordination. The result is the identification an
initial set of criteria for distinguishing examples in the text of the Hebrew Bible.
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Parenthesis—1. a. A word, clause, or sentence inserted as an explanation,
aside, or afterthought into a passage with which it has not necessarily
any grammatical connection, in writing usually marked off by brackets,
dashes, or commas; (hence, more generally) an afterthought, an explana-
tory aside.
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1 Introduction

The linguistic features of parenthesis continue to be debated among linguists.
Two issues, in particular, have been under significant discussion recently: 1)
what contribution does a parenthesis make to the truth conditional content
of the utterance that contains it (see, e.g., Blakemore 2009) and 2) does paren-
thesis represent integration or orphanage with respect to the generation of the
entire utterance, the parenthesis and its host (see, e.g., Griffiths and de Vries
2019)?

For Biblical Hebrew (BH) studies, the phenomenonof parenthesis has rarely
been explicitly addressed. Gesenius’ classic reference grammar mentions pa-
renthesis only in passing (Kautzsch 1910: 310, 336, 472, 505), as do the much
more recent reference works byWaltke and O’Connor (1990: 301, 490, 651) and
Joüon and Muraoka (2006: 557, 566–567).1 Goshen-Gottstein, in a brief study
of “afterthoughts” in the Hebrew Bible, provocatively asked “Will anyone deny
Parenthesis its place in [Hebrew] grammar?” (1949: 38) but says nomore on the
topic. Only one work, Zewi 2007, has taken up the complexities of parenthesis
in BH, but Zewi’s analysis of the data leaves a great deal to be desired (more on
this below).

Though little attention has been given to parenthesis in BH grammatical
studies, various modern language translations make it clear that scholars and
translators perceive a great many parenthetical constructions in the Hebrew
Bible. Such parentheses are distinguished by modern punctuation conven-
tions, often with curved brackets or commas and sometimes with dashes. And
yet, it is often difficult to discern what principle(s) ties together clauses or
phrases set off as parenthetical. For example, howdo the three examples below,
from the NRSV, cohere as a single linguistic phenomenon?

(1) Gen 23:19, NRSV
wǝ-ʔaħărē
and-aftercs

ḵēn
thus

qɔ̄ḇar
burypfv

ʔaḇrɔ̄hɔ̄m
Abraham

ʔɛṯ
dom2

śɔ̄rɔ̄
Sarah

ʔišt-ō
wife-his

ʔɛl
near

mǝʕɔ̄raṯ
cavecs

śǝḏē
fieldcs

ham-maḵpēlɔ̄
the-Machpela

ʕal
at

pǝnē
facecs

mamrēʔ
Mamre

hīʔ
it

ħɛḇrōn
Hebron

bǝ-ʔɛrɛṣ
in-landcs

kǝnɔ̄ʕan
Canaan
‘After this, Abrahamburied Sarah his wife in the cave of the field of Mach-
pelah facing Mamre (that is, Hebron) in the land of Canaan.’

1 Andersen (1974)mentions parenthesis a number of times in his study of the BH sentence, but
only directly addresses it as a manifestation of some circumstantial clauses (82).

2 DOM = differential object marker; for BH ʔɛṯ as a differential object marker, see Bekins 2014.
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(2) Gen 25:30, NRSV
way-yōʔmɛr
and-saypret

ʕēśɔ̄w
Esau

ʔɛl
to

yaʕăqōḇ
Jacob

halʕiṭ-ēnī
feed.imp-me

nɔ̄ʔ
please

min
from

hɔ̄-ʔɔ̄ḏōm
the-red

hɔ̄-ʔɔ̄ḏōm
the-red

haz-zɛ
the-this

kī
because

ʕɔ̄yēp̄
exhausted

ʔɔ̄nōḵī
I

ʕal
upon

kēn
thus

qɔ̄rɔ̄ʔ
callpfv

šǝm-ō
name-his

ʔɛḏ̆ōm
Edom

‘Esau said to Jacob, “Let me eat some of that red stuff, for I am famished!”
(Therefore he was called Edom.)’

(3) Gen 26:14–16, NRSV
14wa-yǝhī
and-bepret

l-ō
to-him

miqnē
flockcs

ṣōʔn
sheep

ū-miqnē
and-flockcs

ḇɔ̄qɔ̄r
cattle

wa-ʕăḇuddɔ̄
and-household

rabbɔ̄
great

wa-yǝqanʔū
and-envypret

ʔōṯ-ō
dom-him

pǝlištīm
Philistines

15wǝ-ḵɔl
and-all

hab-bǝʔērōṯ
the-wells

ʔăšɛr
rel

ħɔ̄p̄rū
digpfv

ʕaḇḏē
servantscs

ʔɔ̄ḇ-īw
father-his

bī-mē
in-dayscs

ʔaḇrɔ̄hɔ̄m
Abraham

ʔɔ̄ḇ-īw
father-his

sittǝmū-m
shutpfv-them

pǝlištīm
Philistines

wa-yǝmalʔū-m
and-fillpret-them

ʕɔ̄p̄ɔ̄r
dirt

16way-yōʔmɛr
and-saypret

ʔăḇīmɛlɛḵ
Abimelech

ʔɛl
to

yiṣħɔ̄q
Isaac

lēḵ
goimp

mē-ʕimm-ɔ̄nū
from-with-us

kī
because

ʕɔ̄ṣamtɔ̄
powerfulpfv

mimmɛn-nū
from-us

mǝʔōḏ
very

14He had possessions of flocks and herds, and a great household, so that
the Philistines envied him. 15(Now the Philistines had stopped up and
filled with earth all the wells that his father’s servants had dug in the
days of his father Abraham.) 16And Abimelech said to Isaac, “Go away
from us; you have become too powerful for us.”

The parenthetical translated in (1) offers a brief explanatory comment “(that is,
Hebron),” intended to aid the audience in identifying the referent of an item in
the discourse, “Mamre.” The “therefore” clause in (2) provides the origin of an
alternative name for one of the narrative characters, but this name is secondary
to the discourse and serves to connect the primary narrative name, Esau, with
a name connected to the world outside the narrative. Finally, the example in
(3) consists of two clauses recorded in the manuscript tradition as a distinct
verse; the apparent reason for the designation of these clauses as parenthetical
is related to the status of the information in the progression of the narrative—
these clauses do not move the events of the narrative forward (i.e., with the
Hebrew narrative preterite wayyiqtol) but present “background” information
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that fills in, explains, or contextualizes the events or actions in the “foreground”
of the narrative. The contrast between example (1), which “interrupts” the syn-
tax of a larger, “host” clause and (2)–(3), neither of which clearly exist within
the syntactic limits of a host clause, calls into question how all three can be
classified as a single construction, i.e., “parenthesis.”

Making matters more complex, Zewi includes among her data dislocations
like (4), conditional clauses like (5), scene-setting clauses like (6), and coordi-
nate clauses expressing opposition (i.e., ‘but’) like the paratactic example in (7)
(2007: 37, 44, 68, 85).

(4) Num 36:10
ka-ʔăšɛr
like-nmlz

ṣiwwɔ̄
commandpfv

yhwh
Yhwh

ʔɛṯ
dom

mōšɛ
Moses

kēn
thus

ʕɔ̄śū
dopfv

bǝnōṯ
daughterscs

ṣǝlop̄ħɔ̄ḏ
Zelophehad
‘Like Yhwh commanded Moses—thus the daughters of Zelophehad
did’

(5) Gen 18:3
way-yōʔmar
and-saypret

ʔăḏōnɔ̄y
Lord

ʔim
cond

nɔ̄ʔ
please

mɔ̄ṣɔ̄ʔṯī
findpfv

ħēn
favor

bǝ-ʕēnɛ-ḵɔ̄
in-eyes-your

ʔal
neg

nɔ̄ʔ
please

ṯaʕăḇōr
pass.byipfv

mē-ʕal
from-by

ʕaḇd-ɛḵɔ̄
servant-your

‘and he said: Lord, if I have found favor in your eyes, please do not pass
by your servant’

(6) Exod 2:15–16
15way-yišmaʕ
and-hearpret

parʕō
Pharaoh

ʔɛṯ
dom

had-dɔ̄ḇɔ̄r
the-word

haz-zɛ
the-this

wa-yǝḇaqqēš
and-seekpret

la-hărōḡ
to-killinf

ʔɛṯ
dom

mōšɛ
Moses

way-yiḇraħ
and-fleepret

mōšɛ
Moses

mip-pǝnē
from-facecs

p̄arʕō
Pharaoh

way-yēšɛḇ
and-dwellpret

bǝ-ʔɛrɛṣ
in-landcs

miḏyɔ̄n
Midian

way-yēšɛḇ
and-sitpret

ʕal
near

hab-bǝʔēr
the-well

16ū-lǝ-ḵōhēn
and-to-priestcs

miḏyɔ̄n
Midian

šɛḇaʕ
seven

bɔ̄nōṯ
daughters

wat-tɔ̄ḇōʔnɔ̄
and-comepret

wat-tiḏlɛnɔ̄
and-draw.waterpret

wat-tǝmallɛʔnɔ̄
and-fillpret

ʔɛṯ
dom

hɔ̄-rǝhɔ̄ṭīm
the-troughs

lǝ-hašqōṯ
to-waterinf

ṣōʔn
sheepcs

ʔăḇ-īhɛn
father-their

‘And Pharaoh heard this report and he sought to kill Moses and Moses
fled from Pharaoh and dwelt in the land of Midian. He sat down beside a
particular well. Now to the priest of Midian belonged seven daughters
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and they came and drew water and filled troughs to water the flock
of their father.’

(7) 1Kgs 13:18
way-yōʔmɛr
and-saypret

l-ō
to-him

gam
also

ʔănī
I

nɔ̄ḇīʔ
prophet

kɔ̄mō-ḵɔ̄
like-you

ū-malʔɔ̄ḵ
and-messenger

dibbɛr
speakpfv

ʔēl-ay
to-me

bi-ḏḇar
with-wordcs

yhwh
Yhwh

lē-ʔmōr
to-sayinf

hăšīḇ-ēhū
returnimp-him

ʔitt-ǝḵɔ̄
with-you

ʔɛl
to

bēṯ-ɛḵɔ̄
house-your

wǝ-yōʔḵal
and-eatjuss

lɛħɛm
bread

wǝ-yēšt
and-drinkjuss

mɔ̄yim
water

kiħēš
liepfv

l-ō
to-him

‘And he said to him, “I also am a prophet like you and a divine messenger
spoke to me by the word of Yhwh: Bring him back with you to your house
and let him eat bread and drink water.” (But) he lied to him.’

It is unclear why the dislocated PP in (4) or the conditional clause in (5) should
be classified as parenthetical—both are fully integrated into their host clauses,
both linearly and hierarchically (the dislocation in [4] linked by the coreferen-
tial and deictic resumptive and the conditional as an adverbial adjunct of the
main verb in [5]). Moreover, (6)–(7) illustrate a particularly troubling aspect
of Zewi’s notion of parenthesis. It is clear from the linguistic literature that
parenthesis consists of a clause or phrase that is linearly integrated within a
host clause. In contrast, Zewi includes as parenthetical many examples of full
clauses that are not clearly integrated into a host clause, such as (6)–(7), above,
and (8) below:3

(8) Judg 4:3–5
3way-yiṣʕăqū
and-crypret

ḇǝnē
childrencs

yiśrɔ̄ʔēl
Israel

ʔɛl
to

yhwh
Yhwh

kī
because

tǝšaʕ
nine

mēʔōṯ
hundreds

rɛḵɛḇ
chariotcs

barzɛl
iron

l-ō
to-him

wǝ-hūʔ
and-he

lɔ̄ħaṣ
oppresspfv

ʔɛṯ
dom

bǝnē
childrencs

yiśrɔ̄ʔēl
Israel

bǝ-ħɔzqɔ̄
with-strength

ʕɛśrīm
twenty

šɔ̄nɔ̄
year

4ū-ḏǝḇōrɔ̄
and-Deborah

ʔiššɔ̄
woman

nǝḇīʔɔ̄
prophetess

ʔēšɛṯ
wifecs

lappīḏōṯ
Lappidot

hīʔ
she

šōp̄ṭɔ̄
judgepfv

ʔɛṯ
dom

yiśrɔ̄ʔēl
Israel

bɔ̄-ʕēṯ
in-time

ha-hīʔ
the-that

5wǝ-hīʔ
and-she

yōšɛḇɛṯ
sitptcp

taħaṯ
under

tōmɛr
palmcs

dǝḇōrɔ̄
Deborah

bēn
between

hɔ̄-rɔ̄mɔ̄
the-Ramah

ū-ḇēn
and-between

bēṯ-ʔēl
Bethel

3 The presence or absence of the conjunction wǝ-/ū- stands apart from linear integration (see
example (10) below and the subsequent discussion).
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bǝ-har
in-hillcs

ʔɛp̄rɔ̄yim
Ephraim

way-yaʕălū
and-go.uppret

ʔēl-ɛhɔ̄
to-her

bǝnē
childrencs

yiśrɔ̄ʔēl
Israel

lam-mišpɔ̄ṭ
for.the-judgment
‘And the children of Israel cried out to Yhwh, because 900 chariots of
iron belonged to [King Jabin, v. 2] and he oppressed the children of
Israel with strength twenty years. And Deborah, a prophetess, the wife
of Lappidot—she judged Israel at that time. And she would sit under
the palm tree of Deborah, between Ramah and Bethel, in the hill coun-
try of Ephraim. And the children of Israel cameup to her for judgment.’

Zewi describes Judg 4:4–5 as “important background” for understanding the
upcoming scene. She calls the clause in v. 4 and the first clause in v. 5 “circum-
stantial nominal clauses” and takes themasparenthetical. She does not address
the narrative clause in the second half of v. 5 but indicates it to also be paren-
thetical by her boldface translation. The difficulty with Zewi’s identification of
these three clauses as parenthetical is that they are not clearly integratedwithin
a host clause. Moreover, the inclusion of the second clause in v. 5 highlights the
lack of linguistic criteria for Zewi’s interpretations—this clause beginswith the
form strongly associated with BH narrative, the narrative preterite wayyiqtol,
and yet it is still includedwithinZewi’s assessment of “background” parentheti-
cal information.These clausesmay be “background” information in some sense
(see the next section for more on this), but their status as parentheses is not
only unjustified, it is likely unjustifiable.

Determining which examples in (1)–(8) are parenthetical and an identifying
a set of criteria for distinguishing them is the purpose of this essay.

2 Subordination, coordination, … and parenthesis

There is little doubt that an extraordinary range of linguistic expressions has
come to fall under the parenthesis umbrella. Dehé’s recent summary summa-
rizes the situation well:

Theheterogeneous class of parentheticals includesmain clauses and con-
tent clauses (e.g. declarative or interrogative) which may or may not be
introduced by a connector, elliptical clauses, adverbial clauses and non-
finite clauses, non-restrictive (appositive) relative clauses and nominal
appositions, lexical phrases of categories AP, PP, NP, interrogative par-
entheticals, question tags, statement tags and imperative tags, report-
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ing verbs, comment clauses (also known as parenthetical verbs), voca-
tives, sentence adverbs, other one-word expressions, and interjections
and filled pauses. Finally, right-node raising constructions and syntactic
amalgamation have been analysed in terms of parenthesis.

Dehé 2014: 2–3; with slight modification

Prosody,more than any other grammatical feature, is often understood tomark
the variety of items listed above as a distinct linguistic phenomenon (Dehé
2014: 30–44; see also Burton-Roberts 2006: 180; Dehé and Kavalova 2007: 13).
Intonational features typically associated with parenthesis include surround-
ing pauses, lower pitch, diminished loudness, increased tempo, among others
(ibid). No matter how much potential it holds, the prosodic line of investiga-
tion is a dead end for the study of an ancient language like BH; native speaker
prosody is inaccessible for obvious reasons—no recordings exist and the writ-
ing system is underspecified for such information (see Zewi 2007: 8). We must
instead rely on what we may glean from syntax and semantics.

Perhapsmost notable in thismishmash of linguistic items that have, at some
point by some linguist, been identified as parenthetical is the inclusion of both
main clauses, whether lacking (9) or including a conjunction (10), and non-
main clauses, such as adverbial clauses (11), and nonrestrictive relative clauses
(12) (examples taken from Dehé 2014: 3–4).

(9) Newcastle and North you find uhm there’s a marvellous walled garden I
don’t know where it iswith hyacinths

(10) Her account—and I must say I’m attracted to it—suggests that we have
to re-think the relationship between meaning and truth.

(11) I’ve just received the expected letter, if that makes you feel any better.

(12) He shouldn’t have pushed that kid,who is so conscientious, out that door.

At first blush, parenthesis appears to cross the main-subordinate clause divide
aswell as the coordinate-subordinate distinction. The fundamental distinction
between main clauses and subordinate clauses concerns syntactic hierarchy.
Subordinate clauses exist as constituents within the hierarchical domain of a
superordinate clause; in contrast, main clauses do not exist within the hierar-
chy of another clause. Among Dehé’s examples, (9) and (10) show clear signs of
main, or non-subordinate, status. The examples in (11)–(12) lookmore subordi-
nate, though whether they are really constituents within the hierarchy of the
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encompassing clause is a central issue in the debate about parentheses. What
all the examples suggest is that parentheses—if these are indeed representa-
tive cases—exhibit both main clause and subordinate clause features. Or, to
put it inversely, parentheses are neither main nor subordinate.

This brings us to the coordinate-subordinate distinction, which primarily
concerns syntactic dependency. Coordination is the linking of two or more
clauses that are of equal syntactic status (that is, there is no dependency or
hierarchical relationship between the coordinated clauses). In Hebrew this is
typically accomplished with the coordinators wǝ- ‘and’ [conjunctive], ʔăbɔ̄l,
ʔūlɔ̄m, kī ʔim ‘but’ [adversative], and ʔō ‘or’ [disjunctive]. (It is important to rec-
ognize themore general function of wǝ- tomark the front edge of phrases, since
it is often present at the front of parentheticals; see Holmstedt 2013.)

In addition to reflecting a hierarchical relationshipwith another clause, sub-
ordination also signals a dependency relationship. The subordinate clause can-
not exist on its own as an independent utterance; its grammaticality depends
on its role in the superordinate clause.

(13) kī
because

ʕɔ̄śīṯɔ̄
doperf

zōʔṯ
this

ʔɔ̄rūr
cursed

ʔattɔ̄
you

mik-̦kɔl
from-allcs

hab-bǝhēmɔ̄
the-animal

ū-mik-kɔl
and-from-allcs

ḥayyaṯ
beastcs

haś-śɔ̄ḏɛ
the-field

‘because youdid this, you aremore cursed than any domestic orwild ani-
mal’ (Gen. 3:14)

In (13), the causal clause introduced by kī would not be grammatical in isola-
tion; it depends on the main clause for its grammaticality. Clausal subordina-
tion in Hebrew is signaled by the presence of a subordinating conjunction, the
most common of which are kī ‘because, when’, ʔăšɛr ‘which, that’, and ʔim ‘if ’
(see Holmstedt 2013).

How does the coordinate-subordinate distinction relate to parenthesis? For
(10), (11), and (12) in particular, the evidence appears mixed. In (10) the paren-
thesis is set off by a coordinating conjunction, ‘and’; parentheses in English also
use the coordinating disjunction ‘or’. In contrast, the parentheses in (11) and
(12) begin with subordinators, the conditional ‘if ’ in (11) and the relative ‘who’
in (12). Once again, parenthesis defies clear categorization as coordination or
subordination.

So how can we identify and categorize parentheses? Syntactically, paren-
theses are linearly integrated into their host clauses and yet not hierarchically
dependent on or integrated into the host clauses (see Griffiths and de Vries
2013). The host clause is similarly not dependent on a parenthesis. Thus, in each
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of the examples in (9)–(12), the parenthesis could be deleted without affecting
the syntactic acceptability of the host clause. The same is true for the BH exam-
ples in (1)–(8). But this linear-but-not-hierarchical-integrationdescriptiondoes
not fully circumscribe parenthesis, primarily because the same description
could apply to simple coordination.

From the voluminous linguistic literature on parenthesis, two issues stand
out as particularly relevant for distinguishing parenthesis from non-parenthe-
sis among the examples in (1)–(8): the non-at-issue truth conditional status
of parentheses and their syntactic “invisibility.” Parentheses are conventional
implicatures so are not part of the assertive content of an utterance but are
secondary or non-at-issue entailments (Potts 2005; see also Blakemore 2007,
2009). As conventional implicatures, parentheses present a proposition that is
distinct, “sealed off,” from the proposition of the host clause. Thus, for instance,
in (14),

(14) It is, as you know, a very long book.

“the speaker of [14] is committed to the ‘at-issue’ proposition that it is a very
long book and the ‘non-at-issue’ proposition that you know that it is a very long
book” (Blakemore 2009: 10). The two propositions are pragmatically integrated
so that, while their respective truth-conditional content remains distinct, the
parenthesis enriches the interpretation of the host clause, either by contex-
tualizing the host’s information or contributing a thought about the thought
communicated by the host (ibid; see also Potts 2012).4

4 The non-at-issue status of parentheses must be distinguished from the discourse notion of
“background” information that is commonly invoked in biblical studies. This is necessitated
by Zewi’s frequent appeal to the “background” nature of parenthesis (see, e.g., 2007: 67–73).
Conventional implicatures, such as parentheses, may present non-at-issue entailments, but
the propositional information they present is not backgrounded, or part of the “common
ground.” Rather, parentheses present new, albeit deemphasized, information—they offer “an
aside, to be sure, but not something that the reader is expected to know already” (Potts 2005:
33; Riester 2019: 13–15). The notion of “backgrounding” in this model of information structure
corresponds to what has also been called the presuppositional information or the presuppo-
sition skeleton, which is distinct from the assertions or “proffered content” (Krifka 2008; see
also Horn 2016). This is quite different from the notion of “background” common in biblical
studies, inwhich thebackgroundand foregroundof adiscourse refer to the relative saliencyof
characters and events in a discourse, especially narrative (Cook 2004: 254). In this discourse-
literary model (the latter model), background refers to explicit, but less salient, material in
the discourse, not to the structuring of common ground (the former model), where informa-
tion is structured in a layered manner, with new information (assertions) building on either
implicit or previously introduced (background) information. Clearly there is some superficial
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Thepragmatic integrationof thenon-at-issue information in aparenthesis is
paralleled by its syntactic integration. In one obvious way—linear structure—
parenthesis is integrated into its host, but if and how this integration extends
to hierarchical relationships is the focus of the integration-versus-orphanage
debate (see Dehé and Kavalova 2007: 4–6; Griffiths and de Vries 2019: 9–17).
I take the integration argument presented in Griffith and de Vries 2019 to be
empirically and theoretically more compelling, even with the assumption of
an additional merge operation (“par-merge”; see also de Vries 2012). Relatedly,
de Vries’ proposal that parentheses are syntactically “invisible” (i.e., unable to
maintain c-command relationswith the constituents in the parenthetical host)
provides a potentially useful set of criteria for distinguishing parentheses in BH
(de Vries 2007: 207–218). Due, though, to the inability to check semantic judg-
ments or produce counter-examples in BH, only two of his criteria are appli-
cable: parentheses are allowed to exhibit a discontinuity in (1) clause type and
(2) verb type.5 Unfortunately, parentheses do not necessarily differ in clause
type or verb type from their host clause; thus, “invisibility” represents a priva-
tive opposition, not a binary one. If the clause type or verb type differ, we may
conclude a parenthesis to be present; if neither type differ, a parenthesis may
still be present, but unmarked for these features.

The linear integration, the non-subordinate status, and the informational
relationship parentheses have with their host clauses has motivated the pro-
posal that parentheses are a particular kind of non-subordination parallel to

overlap between the two models, but the models are distinct and address different concerns
in discourse structuring. Thus, when Zewi associates parenthesis with background informa-
tion, she is asserting that parentheses present less salient discourse information; she is not
asserting that parentheses are presuppositional, or part of the common ground of informa-
tion.

5 The full set of ten “invisibility effects” de Vries (2007) applies are:
a. No movement: there cannot be movement from ParP into the host.
b. No idiom chunks: no idiom can be split across a paratactic boundary.
c. No Q-binding: a pronoun in ParP cannot be bound by a quantified expression in the

host.
d. No A-binding: a reflexive in ParP cannot be bound by an antecedent in the host.
e. No Condition B effects: a pronoun in ParP does not cause Condition B effects with

respect to a coreferent expression in the host.
f. No Condition C effects: an R-expression in ParP does not cause Condition C effects

with respect to a coreferent expression in the host.
g. No NPIs: no negative polarity item in ParP can be licensed by an operator in the host.
h. No PPI effects: no positive polarity item in ParP can be disqualified by an operator in

the host.
i. No dependent Force: ParP’s illocutionary Force is independent of the host’s.
j. No dependent Mood: ParP’s Mood is independent of the host’s.
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coordination. Consider the “if” clause in (11): it does not provide a condi-
tion related to the truth conditional status of the event in the main clause
but concerns rather the potential effect of the event on the listener. Simi-
larly, non-restrictive relatives (12) are often analyzed as a form of apposition,
not subordination. Therefore, the examples in (9)–(12) share fewer features
with subordination than they do with coordination, which creates a basic
schema of clause linkage based on the use or non-use of subordination, as in
(15):

(15) An essential typology of clause linkage
Clause Linking

subordination non-subordination

coordination parenthesis

appositives parentheticals

The first distinction, between subordination and non-subordination, centers
on syntactic hierarchy and dependency: subordinate clauses are constituents
within the hierarchy of another clause and are dependent on the superordi-
nate clause; non-subordinate clauses are neither dependent nor hierarchically
contained.

The second distinction, between coordination and parenthesis, involves the
symmetry (or lack thereof) between the host or anchor clause and the non-
subordinate clause. Coordination is essentially a symmetrical linking,meaning
that the coordinate constituent is of the same grammatical type as the anchor.
In contrast, parenthesis exhibits no symmetry requirement, as we can see by
the non-coordinative nature of the adverbial “if” clause in (11) and the nonre-
strictive relative clause in (12). Even for (10), in which the “and” conjunction
may mislead one towards a coordination analysis, the only item that could
serve as an anchor for the clausal parenthesis is a noun phrase (“her account”),
resulting in an obvious asymmetry.

The issue of the anchor brings us to the third distinction, between apposi-
tion and parentheticals. Like coordination, in which there is a clear anchor (X-
and-Y, a first conjunct always anchors a coordinated second conjunct), appo-
sition is also attached to an anchor (X, that is, X’). Parenthesis, however, is
fundamentally non-anchored. Itmay relate pragmatically to an item in the host
clause, but it is syntactically independent,which explains its ability to be “invis-
ible” concerning clause type and verb type.
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Let us now examine how linear integration, non-at-issue information status,
and independence of clause type (i.e., no dependent Force) and verb type (i.e.,
no dependent Mood) work out on the BH data.

3 Biblical Hebrew parenthesis

Wewill beginour examinationof theBHdatawith examples that are, by almost
all accounts, parenthetical. The example in (16) is a relatively common type
used to comment on an entity in the host clause, typically providing an alter-
nate name.

(16) =(1) Gen 23:19
wǝ-ʔaħărē
and-aftercs

ḵēn
thus

qɔ̄ḇar
burypfv

ʔaḇrɔ̄hɔ̄m
Abraham

ʔɛṯ
dom

śɔ̄rɔ̄
Sarah

ʔišt-ō
wife-his

ʔɛl
near

mǝʕɔ̄raṯ
cavecs

śǝḏē
fieldcs

ham-maḵpēlɔ̄
the-Machpela

ʕal
at

pǝnē
facecs

mamrēʔ
Mamre

hīʔ
it

ħɛḇrōn
Hebron

bǝ-ʔɛrɛṣ
in-landcs

kǝnɔ̄ʕan
Canaan
‘And after this, Abraham buried Sarah his wife at the cave of the field of
Machpelah near Mamre (it is Hebron), in the land of Canaan.’

In (16), the null copula clause hīʔ ħɛḇrōn intervenes between the locative PP
ʕal pǝnē mamrēʔ and another PP in apposition to it, bǝ-ʔɛrɛṣ kǝnɔ̄ʕan. If we
removed the null copula parenthetical clause, the result would also be a well-
formed clause with a case of PP apposition at the end.Whereas the host clause
has a perfective verb, qɔ̄ḇar, the parenthetical clause has a null copula, which
is underspecified for TAM features and so is ambiguous with regard to the
no-dependent Force/Mood tests. And yet, the new information provided by
the purported parenthesis stands apart from the truth-conditions of the host
clause proposition, even though it pragmatically enriches it by providing an
alternative linguistic route to the referent: Mamre is identified also as Hebron.
The example in (16) satisfies the syntactically “interruptive” and non-at-issue
nature of parenthesis but is ambiguous with regard to any invisibility test.

In (17), the clause with the perfective verb yɔ̄ḏaʕti intervenes between the
subject nǝšē-ḵɛm wǝ-ṭapp-ǝḵɛm ū-miqnē-ḵɛm and the imperfective verb yēšḇū.

(17) Deut 3:19
raq
only

nǝšē-ḵɛm
wives-your

wǝ-ṭapp-ǝḵɛm
and-children-your

ū-miqnē-ḵɛm
and-flock-your

yɔ̄ḏaʕti
knowpfv

kī
nmlz
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miqnɛ
flock

raḇ
great

lɔ̄-ḵɛm
to-you

yēšḇū
dwellipfv

bǝ-ʕɔ̄rē-ḵɛm
in-cities-your

ʔăšɛr
rel

nɔ̄ṯatti
givepfv

lɔ̄-ḵɛm
to-you

‘Only your wives and your children and your livestock (I know thatmuch
livestock belongs to you) will stay in your cities that I have given to you’

The perfective yɔ̄ḏaʕti of the parenthesis stands in contrast to the imperfective
yēšḇū in the host clause. This example, then, provides some evidence support-
ing de Vries’ invisibility test wherein the illocutionary force of the host clause
and parenthesis are independent. And yet, the similar TAM difference in the
relative clause at the end of the example—where the verb is the perfective
nɔ̄ṯatti—indicates that the no-dependent Force/Mood test may not be exclu-
sive to parenthesis but may also apply to certain types of subordination. Thus,
the change in Force in (17) is suggestive but not determinative. As for the infor-
mation status of the identifiedparenthesis, it is clearly distinct fromtheat-issue
information of its host. The parenthetical clause represents the speaker’s com-
ment on one part of the host proposition, the livestock. This addition does not
at all affect the truth-conditional status of the host, though it does pragmati-
cally enrich the identification of the livestock by speaker’s separate assertion
that it is great in quantity.

A third instructive example is given in (18):

(18) Deut 14:29
ū-ḇɔ̄ʔ
and-comepfv.irr

hal-lēwi
the-Levite

kī
because

ʔēn
exst.neg6

lō
to-him

ħēlɛq
portion

wǝ-naħălɔ̄
and-possession

ʕim-mɔ̄ḵ
with-you

wǝ-hag-gēr
and-the-alien

wǝ-hay-yɔ̄ṯōm
and-the-orphan

wǝ-hɔ̄-ʔalmɔ̄nɔ̄
and-the-widow

ʔăšɛr
rel

bi-šʕɔ̄rɛ-ḵɔ̄
in-gates.your

wǝ-ʔoḵlū
and-eatpfv.irr

wǝ-śɔ̄ḇēʕū
and-be.satedpfv.irr

‘and the Levite (because (?) he has no portion and possession with you)
and the alien and the orphan and the widow who is in your gates shall
come and shall eat and shall be sated’

In (18), a kī clause comments on just one of the constituents, hal-lēwi, in a com-
pound subject DP. This is a rare example in that the parenthesis appears to be
a subordinate clause; other than nonrestrictive relatives, parenthetical clauses
are typically non-subordinate (de Vries 2007: 219). Given that this appears to
be a lone example (at least, I have not identified another),7 it may be that

6 EXST = existential particle.
7 Zewi includes two examples in which she identifies parenthesis beginning with a causal kī:
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the subordinating status of kī should be questioned. This word also exhibits a
non-subordinating “asseverative” function, “indeed,” and this would fit the par-
enthetical context as well. In terms of the TAM features in (18), the parenthesis
has the negative copular clause that seems best understood as indicative, and
so stands in contrast to the perfective verb of the main clause, which has irre-
alis semantics (signaled by the V-S order).8 As with the previous examples, the
parenthesis in (18) presents a comment on some part of the host proposition
but doesnot affect the truth-conditional status of thehost. So, byboth the invis-
ibility and the non-at-issue criteria, as well as its linear but non-hierarchical
integration within the host clause, we may identify the kī clause in (18) as par-
enthetical.

A final type of parenthesis, illustrated in (19)–(20), is relatively frequent. The
phrase nǝʔum yhwh occurs 268 times in prophetic literature in the Hebrew
Bible.

(19) Amos 3:10
wǝ-lōʔ
and-neg

yɔ̄ḏʕū
knowpfv

ʕăśōṯ
doinf

nǝḵōħɔ̄
right

nǝʔum
utterancecs

yhwh
Yhwh

hɔ̄-ʔōṣǝrīm
the-storersptcp

ħɔ̄mɔ̄s
violence

wɔ̄-šōḏ
and-oppression

bǝ-ʔarmǝnōṯē-hɛm
in-towers-their

‘and those who store violence and oppression in their towers—an utter-
ance of Yhwh—do not know (how) to do right’

(20) Amos 6:14
kī
emph

hin-nī
behold-I

mēqīm
bringptcp

ʕălē-ḵɛm
against-you

bēṯ
housecs

yiśrɔ̄ʔēl
Israel

nǝʔum
utterancecs

yhwh
Yhwh

ʔɛl̆ōhē
godcs

haṣ-ṣǝḇɔ̄ʔōṯ
the-hosts

gōy
nation

wǝ-lɔ̄ħăṣū
and-oppresspfv

ʔɛṯ-ḵɛm
dom-you

mil-lǝḇōʔ
from-Lebo

ħămɔ̄ṯ
Hamath

ʕaḏ
until

naħal
Nahal

hɔ̄-ʕărɔ̄ḇɔ̄
the-Arabah

‘indeed, I am raising against you, O House of Israel—an utterance of
Yhwh, God of Hosts—a nation and they will oppress you from Lebo-
Hamath to the Nahal Arabah’

1Sam 14:18 and 2Kgs 18:4 (2007: 83–86). Neither example is a convincing parenthesis; both
present motive clauses relating to the actions narrated in the main clauses.

8 See Cook (2012:235–236) and Holmstedt (2011) on the relationship of verbal semantics and
word order.
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Unlike the examples in (16)–(18), which have a clear discourse (not syn-
tactic) anchor for their respective parentheses, the cases of nǝʔum yhwh are
discourse linked not to any constituent but to their entire direct speech host.
The varying placement of the cases of nǝʔum yhwh illustrates the flexibility of
parenthesis with regard to its linear integration into the host clause. In (19)
nǝʔum yhwh intervenes between, on the one hand, the verb and its comple-
ment, and, on the other hand, the subject and a verbal adjunct (note that the
order of constituents are moved around for an interpretable English transla-
tion). In (20), the phrase nǝʔum yhwh sits between, on the one side, the subject
(the clitic pronoun attached to the exclamative inhin-nī), the participlemēqīm,
a PP complement, and a vocative phrase, and, on the other side, the bare NP
complement.9

In each case of nǝʔum yhwh, the phrase contributes information about the
host clause as awhole but does not affect the assertive status of the host clause.
Thus, the non-at-issue status of this type of parenthesis is clear. None of the
invisibility tests, however, are clearly relevant, since on the one hand, nǝʔum
yhwh may be a simple phrase (i.e., without any TAM features). On the other
hand, nǝʔum yhwh may reflect a null subject, null copula clause, ‘(this) (is) an
utteranceof Yhwh’, inwhich case thenull copula, forwhich the context strongly
suggests indicative semantics, would often contrast in Force features from the
host clause, which is often irrealis.

The examples adduced so far confirm that it is possible to outline and
employ clear criteria for distinguishing BH parenthesis. The cases examined
exhibit variable sites of linear integration within the host clause and either
clear non-at-issue status or syntactic invisibility, if not both. If these examples
pass the tests for parenthesis, we must return to the examples in (2)–(8) above
to consider why they do not.

First, the ostensible cases of parenthesis in (2), (3), (6), (7), and (8) are not
linearly integrated within a host clause, which already calls into question their
parenthetical status. Non-integrated parentheses are, as far as I know, unad-
dressed in the linguistic literature. Examples (4) and (5) are linearly integrated,
but they are also hierarchically integrated, which again casts serious doubt on
their parenthetical status. There are no TAM differences in (2), (4), and the
last purported parenthetical clause in (8), though there are TAM differences in
(3), (5), (6), (7), and the first two purported parentheses in (8). However, (6) is

9 The final position of theNP complement is startling and suggests that it has been extraposed;
its expected position is following the participle and before the PP. See Holmstedt (2014) on
extraposition in BH.
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a subordinate clause, and regarding (5) I have already noted that a difference
in TAM is not by itself a determinative feature of parentheses, since relative
clauses and other subordinate clauses—like (5)—show a difference in Force
or Mood.

The changes in the verbs (i.e., the shift away from the narrative preterite
wayyiqtol) is no doubt the dominant reason for identifying the examples in (3),
(5), (7), and (8) as parentheses. But this betrays a confusion between paren-
thesis and the notion of background discourse material. Parenthesis, though
as conventional implicatures are not “backgrounded” in terms of the unfolding
information in the common ground, they may from a discourse literary per-
spective be less salient information that is not part of the “narrative backbone.”
It does not follow, though, that all backgroundmaterial is parenthetical (which
is what Zewi 2007 seems to suggest more than once). Moreover, it has been
demonstrated that not all deviations from the narrative preterite wayyiqtol are
necessarily less salient, “background”material (seeCook 2004),which calls into
question whether (3), (5), (7), and (8) are necessarily background anyway.

4 Conclusion

I will end this study with two final examples, both of which serve to illustrate
both the usefulness of the criteria I have applied in this study and the complex-
ity of parentheticals.

(21) Prov 1:1–6
1mišlē
proverbscs

šǝlōmō
Solomon

ḇɛn
soncs

dɔ̄wiḏ
David

mɛlɛḵ
kingcs

yiśrɔ̄ʔēl …
Israel

4lɔ̄-ṯēṯ
to-giveinf

li-p̄ṯɔ̄ʔyīm
to-simple

ʕɔrmɔ̄
cunning

lǝ-naʕar
to-youth

daʕaṯ
knowledge

ū-mǝzimmɔ̄
and-shrewdness

5yišmaʕ
listenjuss

ħɔ̄ḵɔ̄m
wise

wǝ-yōsɛp̄
and-addjuss

lɛqaħ
learning

wǝ-nɔ̄ḇōn
and-discerningptcp

taħbūlōṯ
skill

yiqnɛ
acquirejuss

6lǝ-hɔ̄ḇīn
to-understandinf

mɔ̄šɔ̄l
proverb

ū-mǝliṣɔ̄
and-epigram

diḇrē
wordscs

ħăḵɔ̄mīm
wise

wǝ-ħīḏōṯ-ɔ̄m
and-enigmas-their
‘The Proverbs of Solomon, son of David, King of Israel, are … for giving to
the simple cunning, (giving) to the youth knowledge and shrewdness (Let
the wise listen and add learning and let the discerning acquire skill!),
for understanding proverb and epigram, the words of the wise and their
enigmas’
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The irrealis imperfective yišmaʕ clause in the middle of (21) breaks up a
sequence of infinitives that are tied back to a null copula clause with indica-
tive semantics, i.e., ‘the proverbs of Solomon (are) for learning’, etc. The shift
in Force, from the indicative host to the irrealis parenthesis, supports its par-
enthetical analysis, as does the semantic independence of its non-at-issue
information from the core proposition of the host. By employing the criteria I
have outlined, an example that initially appeared complex becomes decidedly
straightforward. So, too, is the case of the example in (22).

(22) Gen 1:1–3
1bǝ-rēʔšīṯ
in-beginningcs

bɔ̄rɔ̄ʔ
createpfv

ʔɛl̆ōhīm
God

ʔēṯ
dom

haš-šɔ̄mayim
the-heavens

wǝ-ʔēṯ
and-dom

hɔ̄-ʔɔ̄rɛṣ
the-earth

2wǝ-hɔ̄-ʔɔ̄rɛṣ
and-the-earth

hɔ̄yṯɔ̄
bepfv

ṯōhū
formless

wɔ̄-ḇōhū
and-void

wǝ-ħōšɛḵ
and-darkness

ʕal
over

pǝnē
facecs

ṯǝhōm
deep

wǝ-rūăħ
and-windcs

ʔɛl̆ōhīm
God

mǝraħɛp̄ɛṯ
hoverptcp

ʕal
over

pǝnē
facecs

ham-mɔ̄yim
the-waters

3way-yōʔmɛr
and-saypret

ʔɛl̆ōhīm
God

yǝhi
bejuss

ʔōr
light

wa-yǝhi
and-bepret

ʔōr
light

‘In the beginning (that) God created the heavens and the earth (the earth
had been formless and void and the darkness had been over the deep,
the wind of God hovering of the surface of the waters), God said: “Let
light exist!” And light existed.’

Although the history of Bible translation exhibits a strong preference for tak-
ing the first verse in (17) as an independent clause, modern scholarship has
offered different analyses (Baasten 2007, Holmstedt 2008, Kerr 2013). Taking
the first verse as a scene-setting PP serving as an adjunct to the narrative
preterite way-yōʔmɛr in the third verse is both the simplest and most gram-
matically compelling analysis (Holmstedt 2014: 143–147). This, of course, raises
the question, What about verse 2? The overt copula clause and two null cop-
ula clauses (the second with a participial complement) interrupt the syntax
of what is otherwise an attested clause type, a fronted PP-wayyyiqtol struc-
ture. Moreover, the copular clauses in verse 2 differ from the narrative preterite
wayyiqtol of the host clause. Semantically, the entirety of verse 2 presents non-
at-issue information that pragmatically enriches but does not affect the truth-
conditional status of the host clause in verses 1 and 3. And finally, like many of
the examples adduced in this study, the parenthesis in (22) exhibits a transpar-
ent discourse linkage with a constituent in the host, the DP hɔ̄-ʔɔ̄rɛṣ in verse 1,
which is repeated as the first word of the parenthesis. Although the example
in (22), consisting of three linked clauses, is more complex than most other
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cases, its parenthetical identification is secure by the three tests illustrated
in this study.

In conclusion, though BH parenthesis is reflected inmanymodern language
translations (see, e.g., the NRSV at Gen 14:2, “Bela (that is, Zoar)”) and has been
invoked inmany commentaries, apart fromZewi’s 2007monograph, parenthe-
sis has made surprisingly few appearances in serious grammatical discussion.
And since Zewi’s 2007 study results in little clarity and raises methodological
questions, only some of which have been raised in the course of this investiga-
tion, a clear description and path for identifying parentheses in BH remained
a desideratum. I hope that the beginning of the path laid out in the study
will prove useful and provoke further study of this fascinating linguistic phe-
nomenon.
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